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ABSTRACT

Under compactation pressures ranging from 300 MPa up to 500 MPa, fuel pellets of uranium dioxide were
manufactured by the pressing of kernels. These were produced by the sol-gel process developed in Germany by
NUKEM for using in high temperature gas cooled reactors, which were absorbed, transferred and implanted at
CDTN-Centro de Desenvolvimento da Tecnologia Nuclear. The sinterization was performed at 1700 oC for two
hours under argon with 4% hydrogen atmosphere, resulting sintered densities ranging from 9.33 g⋅cm-3 up to
10.08 g⋅cm-3, determined by the xylol penetration-immersion method. Using the flash laser method, the
thermophysical properties of the pellets were determined and thermal diffusivity ranging from 2.58 x 10-6m2⋅s-1

up to 2.78 x 10-6m2⋅s-1 and thermal conductivity from 6.22 W⋅m-1⋅K-1 up to 7.24 W⋅m-1⋅K-1, corresponding to a
decreasing of the porosity from 14.88% to 8.05%. The methodology is described and the influence of the
compactation pressure on the pellet properties is also analyzed. The thermal conductivity results of this study
will be very valuable to a project in development at CDTN, in which uranium dioxide pellets will be produced
by the pressing of kernels, with beryllium oxide filling the voids between the kernels in order to enhance the
thermal conductivity of the fuel and consequently, the thermal performance of the fuel rod, as required in
extended burnup conditions. They will be used as reference to compare and calculate the favorable increase of
the thermal conductivity, caused by the addition of beryllium oxide.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this work, the influence of the compactation pressure on the thermophysical properties of
fuel pellets samples obtained from pure uranium dioxide kernels were studied to support a
manufacturing technology development project in progress at CDTN-Centro de
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Desenvolvimento da Tecnologia Nuclear. In this project, a new type of fuel pellets is being
produced from kernels of uranium dioxide with addition of beryllium oxide filling the voids
between the kernels [1]. The addition of beryllium oxide is expected to improve the thermal
conductivity of the fuel and the thermal performance of the fuel rod, as required in extended
burnup conditions. The results presented here will be used as a reference to evaluate the
improvements on thermal conductivity, by comparing with the characterization results of
uranium dioxide pellets produced with addition of beryllium oxide, that will be produced
(with the same batch of kernels), in the context of the referred technology development
project.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1.  Uranium Dioxide Kernels Fabrication

The uranium dioxide kernels were produced by the sol-gel technology developed by
Nukem/Germany, which was absorbed, transferred and implemented at the CDTN’s nuclear
fuel laboratories [2-4]. The process was developed to fabricate fuel elements for high
temperature gas cooled reactors. But it was adapted in order to fabricate fuel pellets for
pressurized water reactors too [5-9].

By this process a uranyl nitrate solution is transformed into spherical droplets that become
hard in reaction with ammonium gas and are collected in an ammonium hydroxide solution
(Fig. 1).

Figure 1.  Production of kernels by the Nukem’s sol-gel technology at CDTN.
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The chemical reaction that occur can be represented by the following equation:

2UO2(NO3)2 + 6NH4OH  →  (NH4)2U2O7 + 4NH4NO3 + 3H2O                    (1)

In the subsequent steps, the kernels are washed, dried, calcined and sintered. It is possible to
produce kernels of uranium dioxide, thorium dioxide, plutonium dioxide, or mixed oxides
and carbides.

The ammonium nitrate is extract from the kernels in several washings steps, because kernels
containing ammonium nitrate suffer fragmentation during the subsequent thermal treatments.

The drying step was performed at 160oC for 16 hours and the calcination, at 800 
oC for

3 hours, followed by reduction at 650 
oC for 4 hour in hydrogen atmosphere, and by

passivation under CO2 atmosphere during the oven cooling down. In the present case, the
subsequent step of sintering was not performed. The kernels were pressed in the calcined
state.

2.2.  Fuel Pellets Fabrication and Characterization

The kernels were pressed in pellets using an especial model of hydraulic press developed at
CDTN [10-12]. The die used has a diameter of 11.1 mm, the system works with a floating die
in order to obtain double effect, and it is used lubricant only on the die surface. The oil used
as lubricant was Petrobrás CL-OF-130.

The green pellet height and diameter were measured by a micrometer (resolution: 0.001 mm),
and the mass was obtained with an analytical balance (resolution: 10-5g) in order to determine
geometrically its green density.

The pellets were sinterized at 1700 
oC per five hours in an atmosphere of argon / 4%

hydrogen and then characterized in relation to their density, open porosity and
thermophysical properties (thermal diffusivity, specific heat and thermal conductivity).

2.3.  Thermophysical Properties Measurements

For the pellets thermal diffusivity measurement were utilized the flash laser method [13,14]
and in a house made bench [15]. In this method, the front face of a small disk-shaped sample
is subjected to a very short burst of radiant energy (see Fig. 2). The source of the radiant
energy is usually a laser or a xenon flash lamp and irradiation times are of the order of
milliseconds. The resulting temperature rise of the sample rear surface is registered and from
the obtained thermogramm, the thermal diffusivity α is calculated by the following equation:

2/1
2

237.1
t

L
π

α =                                                                (2)

where:
α is the sample thermal diffusivity [m2⋅s-1]
L is the sample thickness [m]
t1/2 is the half time [s].
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Figure 2.  Principle of the Flash Laser Method.

The CO2 laser has a maximal power output of 25 Watts and an infrared thermometer
measures the temperature (temperature range: -40 

oC up to 800 
oC). The oven to heat the

sample has a heat element of Platinum / 30% Rodium that can be heated up to 1700 
oC, but

the measurements were made at room temperature.

The flash laser method enable to obtain the specific heat Cp [J⋅kg-1⋅K-1] of the pellets too. It is
the so-called “Flash Laser Calorimetry”. The specific heat of the sample is calculated using
the following equation:

( )iM TTL
QCp

−
=
ρ

                                                         (3)

where TM is the maximal temperature reached in the opposite face of the sample, Ti the
sample initial temperature, Q [J⋅m-2] the energy per unit area of the sample face, an ρ its
density [kg⋅m-3]. The thermal conductivity k [W⋅m-1⋅K-1] is then calculated by the following
equation:

pCk ρα=                                                               (4)

Specific heat was measured, not by flash laser calorimetry, but by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), using a TA Instrument, model DSC Q10. The density and open porosity
of the sintered pellets were obtained by the xylol penetration-immersion method developed
by the Kraftwerk Union research center UO2 laboratory in Erlangen / Germany [16-18],
which was transferred and implemented in the CDTN’s nuclear fuel laboratories [19,20].
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3. RESULTS

The table 1 and 2 summarized the parameters used to fabricate the pellets and the obtained
results. The uranium dioxide theoretical density was considered to be 10.96 g⋅cm-3. The
specific heat measured by DSC was found to be 258.5 J⋅kg-1⋅K-1.

Table 1.  Manufacturing parameters, dimensions, green density, sintered density and
open porosity of uranium dioxide fuel pellets produced with kernels.

Compactation
Pressure Mass Diameter Height Green

Density
Sintered
Density %TD Open

PorositySample
MPa g cm cm g⋅cm-3 g⋅cm-3 % %V %P

1 300 2.02 1.1200 0.378 5.42 9.33 85.12 4.6 30.9

2 400 2.03 1.1200 0.378 5.45 9.76 89.05 7.9 72.4

3 500 2.07 1.1200 0.367 5.73 10.08 91.95 5.7 70.2

Table 2.  Thermophysical properties characterization results of uranium dioxide fuel
pellets produced with kernels.

Compactation
Pressure

Thermal
Diffusivity

Thermal
ConductivitySample

MPa x106 m2⋅s-1 W⋅m-1⋅K-1

1 300 2.58 6.22

2 400 2.69 6.79

3 500 2.78 7.24

Figures 3 and 4 show the influence of the compactation pressure on the green density and
sintered density of the fuel pellets, and Figures 5 and 6, the influence of the compactation
pressure on the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of the fuel pellets, respectively.
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Figure 3.  Influence of the compactation pressure on the green density
of uranium dioxide pellets produced with kernels.

Figure 4.  Influence of the compactation pressure on the sintered
density of uranium dioxide pellets produced with kernels.
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Figure 5.  Influence of the compactation pressure on the thermal diffusivity
of uranium dioxide pellets produced with kernels.

Figure 6.  Influence of the compactation pressure on the thermal conductivity
of uranium dioxide pellets produced with kernels.
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The results showed on Table 2 are in accordance with material properties database for LWRs
[21] and recent and extensive revisions of solid UO2 properties [22-24]

With the employed methodology and the in house made flash laser system it was possible to
discriminate small differences in the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity caused by a
variation of the compactation pressure in a narrow range (300 up to 500 MPa). These results
show that the system has very high resolution because the thermal diffusivity and
conductivity should actually increase with increasing pressure of compaction, i.e. with the
decrease in porosity of the pellet.

In a next step is planned to quantify the pore size distribution of the samples using an
imaging analyzer in order to study and correlate the size of the pellet closed porosity with its
thermophysical properties. The same characterization will be made with pellets produced by
pressing kernels mixed with beryllium oxide to enhance the thermal conductivity of the fuel,
in the context of the referred project in progress at CDTN.

The thermal conductivity results of this study will be very valuable to the project in
development at CDTN, in which uranium dioxide pellets will be produced by the pressing of
kernels, with beryllium oxide filling the voids between the kernels to improve the thermal
conductivity of the fuel and the thermal performance of the fuel rod, as required in extended
burnup conditions. They will be used as reference to compare and calculate the favorable
increase of the thermal conductivity, caused by the addition of beryllium oxide.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results show that a variation of the compactation pressure between 300 and 500 MPa
causes a variation in the sintered density of uranium dioxide pellets, manufactured with
kernels, in the range of 9.33 g⋅cm-3 and 10.08 g⋅cm-3, and as a consequence a variation of the
thermal diffusivity between 2.58 x 10-6 m2⋅s-1 and 2.78 x 10-6 m2⋅s-1, corresponding to a
variation of thermal conductivity between 6.22 W⋅m-1⋅K-1 and 7.24 W⋅m-1⋅K-1, and to the
decreasing of the porosity from 14.88% to 8.05%. As the thermal diffusivity and thermal
conductivity should actually increase with increasing of the compactation pressure, i.e. with
the decreasing in porosity of the pellet, it was concluded that the employed methodology and
the in house made flash laser system were excellent to discriminate small differences in the
thermophysical properties of the uranium dioxide pellets, caused by a small variation of the
porosity.

In a next step is planned to quantify the pore size distribution of the samples using an
imaging analyzer in order to create a model that correlate the size of the pellet closed porosity
with its thermophysical properties.
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